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What is Space Tourism? Space Tourism is when humans venture past 
100km above the earth for recreational purposes. It could be for the view 
or just the thrill, either way space has captured our imaginations ever since 
we could look up and ask what is beyond our sky. What has happened in the 
past 10 years in the rocket industry has been amazing. We now have more 
private companies sending rockets to space at a rate faster than during 
the space race between the Soviets and Americans. At the current rate we 
will see the cost of traveling to space drop to a point where more and more 
people and companies will be able to afford such a flight. And so... it is only 
a matter of time before we see space tourism as a new industry. 

Designing something new like a space ship that has no ‘standard’. Thus 
requiring a lot of research in order to contextualize its possibilities. Is it 
a HTOL (Horizontal Take Off and Landing) or a VTOL (Vertical Take Off 
and Landing) or Multistaged or Single Stage Rocket? Seemingly endless 
possibilities are available. As a result the process to create the final design 
took on the form of a trdional industrial design process, not one that would 
be similar to the automotive industry. This isnt a project about perfect 
surfacing or all the proper lead ins. Its something bigger, the beginning 
of a new discussion. And so, collaborating was a key factor. One with an 
interaction designer who researched the before launch senario for such 
a space flight experience. And the other, an aviation geek who loves cool 
flying machines and finally an aersopace engineer. All allowing for idea 
bouncing and  expansion on strategy and thoughts. Of course what followed 
was sketching, mood boarding, 3D, and VR and back and forth discussions 
that such activites provoke. In order to showcase the experience such a 
product would provide, a small video was finished alongside the final result. 

In the end this project resulted in 4 products a: Spaceship Exterior, Interior, 
Helmet and Spacesuit. All connected to each other  (quite literally) and 
thus leading to a complete experience; a solved design. That design is the 
Aurora. A HTOL SSTO (Horizontal Take-Off and Land, Single Stage To 
Orbit) Spaceship for the year 2040. A year that will see the beginning of 
commercial spaceflight for the masses. 
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The race is just beginning for the commercialization of the stars. 
Instead of country versus country of years past, its now large 
corporate businesses backed by private citizens. If successful, 
the chance to make Billions, if not Trillions from space will be 
realized. Current space companies today are employing different 
ideas to get people and supplies into space and back safely on 
mass; Space X, United Launch Alliance, Blue Origins, Sierra 
Nevada and Virgin Galactic all have made a successful journeys. 
They are all currently vying for US Government contracts for 
supplying the International Space Station and or sending wealthy 
private citizens into space. Once those contracts have been 
satisfied the push will continue beyond our low earth orbit. Space 
hotels and more space stations will become prevalent, along with 
colonies on the Moon and Mars. All of which are plausible in a 
few decades time. 

Space tourism is a likely by-product of man’s increasing presence 
in space. Virgin Galactic whose sole purpose is to provide wealthy 
individuals the chance to experience space has already had 
successful flights as far back as 2004 when they first won the 
X-prize. They are now in final development of a 3rd prototype. 
Space X has become the poster child for space and rocket 
technology at the moment. Their self landing rockets are entirely 
reusable, offering lower launch costs and faster turn around 
time then any system before. They are the largest supplier of 
Nasa contracts for refuelling/ supplying the ISS. While not their 
main business model, private trips to space have become a new 
business plan for them. Elon Musk the owner of Space X has 
stated that in 2018 they will launch 2 individuals around the 
moon and back. Much of the journey is still under wraps, but with 
paying customers lining up to the door, there is little reason to 
turn them away. Blue Origins founded by Amazons Jeff Bezo’s 
is following a very similar path to Space X. They too are looking 
at supplying the ISS with their New Glenn rocket. Their second 
smaller rocket: “New Shepard” is designed solely to launch 
private individuals into space and back. They are still pushing 
for early 2020 flights. Sierra Nevada’s Dream Chaser is a reusable 
space plane strapped to a rocket, in a similar fashion to the now 
retired Space Shuttle. They have guaranteed funding from Nasa 
for supplying the ISS starting in 2020, but have also received

contracts from several private companies to launch satellites 
into lower earth orbit. Their plane has two configurations: one 
for cargo and a second for passengers. Although the ISS is the 
only fixed human outpost in space at the moment, there are some 
plans for hotels in space. Robert Bigelow is leading the field with 
inflating capsules that are designed so they require less fuel to 
launch, fit into smaller rockets, and require little to no assembly 
once in space. The Inflatable space capsule concept was originally 
developed by NASA, and has already been tested on the ISS with 
success. All Robert Bigelow is waiting for is a private space 
plane that can ferry people to and from the hotel effectively. As 
described there is plenty of money and energy being put forward, 
that breakthroughs are bound to continue happening for the 
foreseeable future with space tourism. 

In our current time the world seems almost a lost cause. The 
nervousness of a third world war, disillusioned leaders, and a 
potentially worsening climate have made many to feel there is 
little hope and something to dream about. We need ambitions and 
dreams to keep us going, and I believe space has the possibility to 
do that. As the world waited for man to step on the moon, Apollo 
8 performed the first trip around the moon to test the spacecraft 
before Apollo 11. When they emerged from the dark side of the 
moon after 54 minutes of silence, they broadcast back what would 
become the first time man has ever seen itself in “Earthrise”. 
Jim Lovell of Apollo 8 quotes “We learned a lot about the Moon, 
but what we really learned was about the Earth. The fact that 
just from the distance of the Moon you can put your thumb up 
and you can hide the Earth behind your thumb. Everything 
that you’ve ever known, your loved ones, your business, the 
problems of the Earth itself — all behind your thumb. And how 
insignificant we really all are, but then how fortunate we are to 
have this body and to be able to enjoy loving here amongst the 
beauty of the Earth itself.” Jim Lovell interview for the 2007 
movie In the Shadow of the Moon. What Jim Lovell is talking 
about is the first case of the “Overview Effect”. The effect is as he 
describes; understanding your place amongst the stars and how 
fragile Earth really is. The term Overview effect was described 
by Frank White in 1987 with his book by the same tile. If we allow 
more people in positions of power and control to visit space we 
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Introduction
might get the opportunity to change them, and awaken them, to 
the bigger picture. To change how their companies work, and the 
environment they influence. Launching people into space might 
seem expensive and not environmentally safe, but if it changes 
the biggest problem in the world, I believe it will be worth it. 
Thankfully we have people like Elon Musk who has made it his 
personal goal to help get more humans into space: “You want to 
wake up in the morning and think the future is going to be great 
- and that’s what being a spacefaring civilization is all about. It’s 
about believing in the future and thinking that the future will 
be better than the past. Elon Musk. http://spacex.com  As space 
becomes more democratized it will require more than one entity 
to develop. It requires all of humanity working together to make 
it plausible. The ISS is a prime example of this. The cultivation of 
many nations working in tandem to make the most advanced and 
expensive device of all time. And it remains a symbol of hope and 
testament to the human race. Men, Woman, The United States, 
Russia, Japan, Canada and Europe have all been a part of it. 
Even at the height of the Cold War, Russia and the USA put their 
political conflicts aside and collaborated together to connect the 
Soyuz capsule with the Apollo Capsule. A testament that conflict 
on earth means very little in space. The ISS’s permanent position 
above the earth well past 2020 allows for many of its future 
inhabitants to experience the “Overview Effect” and continue to 
share their experiences. 

I hope to design a practical Spaceship to allow for many 
people to view earth and experience the “Overview Effect” 
(democratization). Hopefully leading to these future “astronauts” 
to come home and share their experiences with everyone they 
know. Thus leading to a more self realizing world where actions 
are considered more toward human kind. Because this Spaceship 
will democratize space travel it will have to make the best use of 
loading- launching - enjoying and returning to Earth (Perhaps 
additionally to the moon, or space hotel). The main emphasis 
will be on its interior and how the users interact/ experience the 
“Overview Effect” in such a journey.
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Motivation
I have always been inspired by aircraft from a younger age, and it was helped 
by the people that were of great importance in my life. My grandfather was 
always giving me new books about aircraft and their development. As a 12 
year old this fascinated me, and taught me of early ‘design’ processes and 
how people came to build such beautiful vehicles. As a result I spent much 
of my time bored in school doodling planes and looking at how they could be 
built more effectively, or perform more extreme maneuvers in the sky. Sadly 
Aerospace Engineering was to much of a mental challenge for me to get 
past, and drawing was more natural. But the problem solving process that I 
spent doodling in english, physics and math certainly helped in my career 
choice of Industrial Design and now hopefully Transportation Design. this 
thesis is perhaps the closest I will ever get to designing something for space, 
and a vehicle that will hopefully become motivation for people to continue 
to push the boundaries of where humans can go and see. I think it would be 
very inspiring to be able to visit somewhere beyond the earths atmosphere 
within my lifetime, and a dream worth working at.

005
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Research
Space Tourism Companies 

Virgin Galactic
Perhaps the most prolific over the past decade,Virgin Galactic 
was the first successful Space Tourism company that launches 
its own vehicle designs. The company originally began as a 
competitor for the Ansari X Prize, which offered 10 million to the 
first company to fly into space and back with its own design, and 
do two flights within a week. The main team behind it was Burt 
Rutan’s Scaled Composite company and Paul Allen of Microsoft. 
Its unusual design is quite novel and something not seen before, 
but has been proved successful. A large ‘Mothershio’ carries a 
smaller Spaceplane to an altitude of 50000 feet. The spaceplane 
is dropped and its rocket engine is engaged. Launching it up to 
100km above the earth, past the Karman line as its known. The 
edge of earths atmosphere and the beginning of space. Once in 
space, the occupants have 5 minutes of Zero-G, and will be able 
to see the curvature of the earth. On approach back to earth, 
the wings fold up on the spaceplane to create a ‘shuttlecock’ 
(badminton shuttlecock) effect to reduce the amount of drag and 
increase stability upon re-entry of the earths atmosphere. This is 
necessary since there are no heat shields mounted to the exterior 
of the spaceplane, like there are on the Space Shuttle. The Space 
Plane makes a glided return to the airfield and lands like any other 
commercial airplane. The aircraft that won the X-Prize, called 
Spaceship 1 and the mothership White Knight 1 have since been 
retired, as they were unable to carry more than a single person at 
a time aboard. The reason for the retirement was the purchase of 
the rights to the designs by Scaled Composite by Virgin founder: 
Sir Richard Branson. His remodelled design of the company saw 
it labeled as Virgin Galactic, and he envisioned over 1000 people 
flying a year aboard a new design: Space Ship 2 and White Knight 
2. This required the design to fit up to 6 passengers, each paying 
250 000 dollars USD per flight. Unfortunately there has been a 
few accidents along the way for the new design. Since the design 
of the spaceplane and its mothership have not been just a scaled 
up version of spaceship 1, there has been a few fatalities over 
the past few years. Most notably in the loss of VSS Enterprise 
which lost control due to its complex folding (shuttlecock) wing

design, malfunctioning mid-flight. Nevertheless the project 
continues with a new Spaceship 2 being built called VSS Unity, 
and an additional 1 billion USD of funding is coming from Saudi 
Arabia.

The problems that have existed on Virgin Galactics side have 
usually come from engineering and lack of proper systems in 
place. This is regarded as the complex folding wing design that has 
no fail proof design, nor is it in the lack of power once the rocket 
engine has used up all its fuel. This makes trying to land after an 
unsuccessful attempt impossible. There is also the complexity 
in proof design, and is it  the lack of power once the rocket 
engine has used up all its fuel. This makes trying to land after an 
unsuccessful attempt impossible. There is also the complexity in 
constantly loading the spaceplane to the mothership. Requiring 
specialist crew and space for it to occur. The pilots chosen for 
test flights also do not have any proper simulation flying  either. 
Unlike commercial airlines that have pilots flying for hours on 
simulators before they ever fly , no such technologies exist for 
Virgin Galactic as this point.

SpaceX
Where one company slowly drifts away from the limelight, 
another is always there to take its place, but this is no faux 
company, SpaceX is perhaps the best private space payload 
launcher in the world. Brought into the world by its eccentric 
and perhaps Bond Villain, Elon Musk. SpaceX’s original main 
goal is to reduce launching payloads into space, but that may 
have changed over the past year since the announcement of the 
Mars Mission. SpaceX is the first rocket company in the world to 
successfully launch and land a rocket, then use it again to launch 
a another payload after a relatively y quick refurbishment. This 
might seem quite boring to the average person, but when you 
consider that most rocket launches to space dispose of almost all 
the components, this is revolutionary. Reusing a rocket, one that 
can self land too, allows for SpaceX to lower the cost of reaching 
space to almost this is revolutionary. Reusing a rocket, one that 
can self land too, allows for SpaceX to lower the cost of reaching 
space to almost the price of fuel by the 3rd or 4th launch. Beyond

just launching private satellites and military projects into space, 
SpaceX has also begun to find itself in the Space Tourism business 
by chance. The Dragon Capsule which is intended to launch and 
return Astronauts to the ISS (International Space Station), has 
become a choice for many private individuals to pay for. In 2017 
Elon Musk announced that SpaceX willlaunch two un-named 
individuals around the moon on a week long voyage at the end of 
2018, using the Dragon Capsule. But it would not be unusual for 
many LEO launches to be made using the Falcon 9 and Dragon 
Capsule in the near future as well.

There still exists some problems with using SpaceX as a space 
tourism company. The cost to launch is still considerably higher 
than what Virgin Galactic costs. The trip around the moon is 
guessed to cost around 80 million USD per person, but for one 
week over 5 minutes, that might be considered a deal. The other 
is the loading and launching of a rocket. The vertical launch 
orientation makes ingress difficult, since the seats are pointed 
toward the sky, there needs to be a team helping individuals into 
their seating positions. The turn around time for a rocket section 
to land and then be refurbished takes 2 weeks time. It is also very 
difficult to move a rocket section around, since they don’t have 
wheels, and to set up. The rockets lay flat in assembly, and clean-
up but are vertical for take-off and landing. At each stage there 
needs to be a crane and operators overseeing the operation. 

Blue Origins
Another start-up company of sorts is Jeff Bezos ‘Blue Origins’ 
(meaning the origin all flights come from earth, the pale blue 
dot). This company was founded in 2000 and existed in secret for 
many years before beginning to show off its work as flights and 
public announcements of its intentions in 2015. It is commonly 
referred to as the main private competitor to SpaceX. Where as 
SpaceX looks to Mars as its dream, Blue origins looks toward a 
more Lunar destination. It has stated it is working with NASA and 
ULA on developing a continuous cargo mission to the southern 
hemisphere on the moon, with the intentions of helping to 
establish a Lunar base. This has recently fallen in line with the 
Trump administrations recent Lunar push, instead of the Mars
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based focus of the Obama administration. Blue Origins is hoping 
that its rocket technology (BE- 4) and‘New Glenn’ rocket will 
assist in the timeline of the project. Flights are estimated to begin 
as early as 2020. Its other rocket ‘New Shepard’, is a purpose 
built LEO spacecraft that is only for space tourists. And as of 
writing has finished off the year with 5 successful flights using 
the same airframe and module. It offers a slightly shorter Zero-G 
flight time of 3 minutes, than Virgin Galactic’s 5 minutes. And 
just like SpaceX, it too can land vertically after take off. Offering 
significantly lower launch costs and turn over. However the 
crewed capsule lands separately from the lower section. There is 
no cost per person known as of writing, but it can be expected to 
cost similar to Virgin Galactic’s, and or lower at 100 000 USD.. 
There are hopes that its first manned flights will begin in mid 
2018.

Blue Origin has better tackled the ingress and egress of the 
crewed capsule than SpaceX or Boeing’s design. Similar to all 
vertical launch techniques, the seats are orientated perpendicular 
to the ground to minimize the effects of the highG’s experienced 
during take off and landing. With no instrument clusters above 
each riders head or layering people on top of one another, the 
ability to get on and off shall be quicker and easier. However 
because of its capsule separation, time will be needed to reattach 
the lower section to the crewed capsule. Thus slowing down its 
turn around time. The New Shepard Capsule also has the largest 
windows of any space tourist capsule.  Making the experience of 
looking down at earth even more lasting.

Boeing
Perhaps the most seasoned company to be tackling space tourism, 
Boeing is also one of the worlds largest aviation companies, and 
it sees space tourism as the next big step. Boeing is no stranger to 
building advanced spaceships. Having built various components 
for the ISS, Satellites and Rockets, Boeing has a proven track 
record of producing Space grade products for NASA and private 
communication companies. The CST-100 or Starliner as its 
called, is a crewed capsule design similar to SpaceX’s Dragon 
2 capsule. Its main focus is to supply the ISS its crew members 
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got disorganized once the Space Shuttle was decommissioned and 
the Russian Soyuz was the only method to and from the station. 
Boeing was awarded the 4.2 billion USD by NASA in 2014 to build 
3 of the CST-100 for the coming decade. The Starliner launches 
aboard a ULA (United Launch Alliance) Atlas V rocket, but unlike 
the SpaceX Falcon, it is not reusable.

The interior of the capsule is similar to how SpaceX and Virgin 
have designed their spacecraft. Boeing has made sure the CST-
100 is more user friendly than versions of the past, by focusing 
on more comfortable seats, larger windows, and a unified look. 
Its no surprise that the designers who worked on Boeing’s 
commercial planes took part in designing the Starliner. Boeing 
has been working with Space Adventures (a company that focuses 
on getting private citizens to Space) to price out a trip to the ISS 
aboard the Starliner. The estimated cost is 58 Million USD for the 
round trip, with private flights planned from the end of 2019. 

Because of the vertical take off procedure like Blue Origin and 
SpaceX, the ability on ingress and egress is very difficult compared 
to a horizontally capable take-off and landing. The capsule is also 
designed for longevity, but that only means 10 re-entries before 
the heat shield base needs to be replaced. Better than many 
designs that exist now, but far from allowing an uninterrupted 
cycle of flights from one craft. It seems difficult to believe that 
Boeing has actually made a more democratic spacecraft with this 
design, compared to SpaceX or BlueOrigin’s intentions.

Thoughts
The author notes that while the work being put forward is 
progressive and promising to see come to fruition, the industry 
lacks the thought of how commercial Airlines operate today. 
Although the author has no knowledge of Aerospace engineering, 
they wish to imagine Space Tourism companies operated similar 
to Airlines. One that they operate out of a fixed location, and are 
able to turn around another set of passengers in a shorter period 
of time, perhaps an hour or two, compared to 2 weeks. Even if 2 
flights could be made a day, this would reduce costs similar to how 
reusing launch sections does. As they say in the Airline industry 
“if you aren’t in the air, you are losing money’. The second factor 
would involve removing all boosters, sections or motherships. 
having many parts that need reassembly is a painful and time 
consuming process. Just look at how difficult it may seem to take 
cargo, on and off Airlines, and this is a flexible process compared 
to refitting an entire rocket booster section. As a result the design 
should be able to take off and land without any part disengaging 
from the design. The third factor should be powered accent 
and decent. With Virgin Galactic, there is no fail-safe design. 
This makes it a dangerous and difficult spacecraft/ Spaceplane. 
If the landing is compromised in anyway, the landing cannot 
be done again because there is no auxiliary power. Something 
that if wrong could become fatal. Fourth would be emergency 
escape capsules. All Spaceships that launch vertically today have 
emergency escape procedures. This is done by using smaller 
rockets to propel the crewed capsule up and away from the 
launch pad, or rocket booster. These tests have been performed 
and deemed successful on Blue Origins, SpaceX and Boeing 
CST-100. Virgin Galactic is the only design that has no escape 
procedure, and involves bailing out through the entrance opening. 
The Fifth factor to consider is the time spent in space and 
the destination. The author believes that sustaining LEO is 
enough for the first step of Space Tourism. Missions around 
the moon and to space hotels will remain for only the richest 
of the rich in the next few decades, and the author believes that 
democratizing space and getting more people to experience 
the Overview effect is the best goal to strive for in this 
project. However maintaining an extended period in space

longer than what Virgin and Blue Origins proposes is necessary 
for the ‘Overview’ effect to be experienced. More time in space 
will also allow for astronauts to see more areas of the earth too, 
further enhancing the ‘Overview’ effect and not the ‘blink of the 
eye’ view of the earth that Blue Origin and Virgin supply. The 
Author is proposing a multiple hour flight that would allow for 
the passengers (astronauts) to experience multiple sun rises and 
sun sets. A crew member on the ISS experiences 16 sunrises and 
sunsets in a 24 hour time frame, so a few hours or 2-3 rotations 
of the earth will provide a greater experience. The sixth and final 
factor is the orientation the spaceplane takes off and lands. A 
horizontal approach is the best method when considering speed 
of ingress and egress, safety landing, and overall comfort for 
the passengers. It is also a method that many are familiar with, 
and removes the fear a backwards landing might induce with a 
capsule design.

Horizontal launch techniques are considered the lowest cost 
method to traveling to space. However they are limited on the 
size of object. This is because the larger the object the larger fuel 
needed to get it there. Thus requiring more lift.

01. Expendable Horizontal 
Horizontal expendable rockets are disposed of once the payload 
has reached orbit. They are not reused. This is done because 
it allows for higher speeds to be reached. Loosing weight 
but maintaining the same amount of thrust will help reach 
the required escape velocity. Examples of this sort of launch 
technique do not exist as a SSTO, but rather as a Mothership, 
Piggy-Back design. This is the concept for the new Stratolaunch 
system. Funded by Paul Allen of Microsoft and Spaceship1 
X-prize fame the Stratolauncher will launch expendable rockets 
from beneath its joined wing. Just like Virgin Galactic, they too 
have used Scaled composite to build this massive launch system. 
Because of the size of rockets needed to reach proper orbit, the 
new Stratolaunch aircraft now is the largest aircraft in the world. 

02. Reusable Horizontal
As described in expendable horizontal launches, reusable 
launches work the same way. A mothership launches a smaller 
vehicle to a predetermined height and then the smaller rocket 
takes off to orbit. Only this time the smaller rocket returns to 
earth. The best example of this technique is Spaceship2 from 
Virgin Galactic. The Space Shuttle was also considered a reusable 
vehicle, but despite it took off vertically, it landed horizontally 
like a normal aircraft.

03. Expendable Vertical
This is the most classic way of getting to space. As the rocket 
becomes faster and faster, and the fuel begins to burn away, 
lower sections on the height of the rocket drop away. They are no 
longer needed because of the weight they carry, and the required 
energy to continue to pull them up to space becomes to much. 
Not only are the sections removed but also the incredibly complex 
engines and systems. This is of course a very wasteful process 
that does both environmental damage, and hinders the ability to 
consistently continue launching, because it takes time to build a 
new rocket.

04. Reusable Vertical
This has become the newest and greatest accomplishment in the 
Space Industry since it first began. In the past expendable rockets 
were the only method capable of reaching orbit. There was not 
enough technology capable of retrieving the used sections. This 
all changed when the Mcdonnell Douglas DC-X was tested 
and proven in 1991. This was the first craft designed as a SSTO 
that could take off and land under its own power in the vertical 
position. Its technology was never optimized until recently, when 
SpaceX and BlueOrigins used its principle design elements to 

build the successful self landing rockets that they have today.

Launch Techniques
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01. The Aerospike  
Traditional rockets loose power as they gain altitude because 
the air pressure becomes weaker. This forms the cone of thrust 
wider and wider until their is no longer any air pressure left. An 
Aerospike engine compensates for this loss of power by mounting 
many smaller rockets and angling them on top of the leading edge 
of a “spike”. Because this spike is shaped like a cone, the rockets 
thrust cannot spread wider on one side. As it climbs the shape of 
thrust eventually becomes more and more traditional. As you see 
on many rockets when they take off.

The Aerospike engine is not a piece of science fiction fantasy 
either. This technology was going to be the main source of power 
for the next generation space shuttle called Venture Star. The 
system was tested and proven on full scale before pre-production 
began. The Aerospike engine allowed for vertical take off and 
landing without the need for external fuel tanks to be fitted to the 
shuttles exterior. The venture star was to be reusable just like the 
space shuttle. It too would land on a conventional runway after 
returning to earth. Thismakes the Aerospike an optimal engine 
to use. 

A unique secondary action that the aerospace engine allows for, 
is a smoother acceleration up toand past the sound barrier. Much 
like a jet engine. Because their are many smaller rockets long the 
length of the spike, only a few need to be turned on sequentially, 
as the spaceship moves faster and faster. This will help reduce 
the initial “kick” that many rockets have today; since they cannot 
be throttled as smoothly”. This will make the journey more 
comfortable and thus put it closer to conventional aviation travel.

02. The Bell Rocket 
The traditional way of getting enough speed and power to escape 
earths gravitational force. The concept of the Bell shaped rocket 
is usually hidden from sight. Before it opens up towards the 
rear there is a smaller combustion chamber where two types of 
propellant mix. Usually Oxygen and Hydrogen. This is funnelled 
through the waist, creating pressure and accelerating the escaping 
reaction force. Therefore creating thrust.

03. TheCombine Cycle Engine
An extremely complicated engine setup that uses 3 different 
types of engines but share one flow path for all the thrust. The 
engine design is used to get an aeroplane up to hypersonic speed, 
and can be used hypothetically to reach escape velocity. Using 
a traditional turbine engine/ or rocket the aeroplane can take 
off and land traditionally, once it reaches mach 3 The Ramjet 
engages bringing it up to Mach 7 required for the scramjet to 
operate, which then can bring the aeroplane up to Mach 10.

Engine Types

01. Delta
A delta wing pattern is a large triangular shaped wing that allows 
for good lift and heavy structural stability. Unlike traditional 
swept-back wings, Delta wing designs have less lift at lower 
speeds and thus used for higher speed Aircraft designs only. The 
XB-70 used a Delta Wing profile. 

02. Compund Delta 
A command delta wing is where the leading edge of the delta is 
steeper before it widens along its length. This design is intended 
to help eliminate stalling (Stalling is where no lift is generated by 
the wing, this occurs at lower speeds primarily). The SR-71 and 
the Space Shuttle use this design but to different degrees. The 
fuselage of the SR-71 (02a) is this steeper leading edge while the 
Space Shuttle (02b) uses an exposed wing section. This is perhaps 
the best design for a Spaceplane. 

03. Ogival Delta 
Designed as a more organic blended fuselage to wing design 
similar to the compound delta that is to allow for greater lift at 
lower speeds. Not only is this due to its profile from above but 
also from its frontal profile, where the wing is bent and twisted, 
similar to a birds wing. This will reduce wing vortices in key areas 
and increase lift in others. This design was what made Concorde 
possible and remains to this day on of only the few to have used it.

04. Lifting Bodies
The lifting body is a design that allows for virtually no wings to be 
fixed to an airframe. The shape of the airframe is of a wing profile 
instead. This creates stubby looking design that is relatively 
unstable at low speeds, and suffers from poor Longitudinal rolling 

Wing Shapes

control. The intention with a lifting body design is to minimize 
the drag a set of wings provides, making for faster aircraft. The 
prototypes ( M2-F1, M2-F2, M2-F3, HL-10, X-24A, X-24B ) were 
tested in the 60’s to 70’s all in preparation for the Space Shuttle 
and its precursor the Dyna Soar. The Space Shuttle used much 
of the design data, but used a doubledelta wing design to provide 
more lift and control. Many modern fighter jets use a similar
combination of lifting body and controlled wing surfaces this is 
called a Blended Wing Design. 

05. Variable Wing
The Variable wing allows for the aeroplane to change its wing 
sweep in order to get better performance at different speeds. 
At low speeds such as take off and landing, the wings are fully 
extended. Offering good lift. As the aeroplane approaches Mach 
speed, the wings are sweptback 10 degree’s. Once past Mach 1 
the wings are fully swept back to make a delta wing shape. This 
allows for the aircraft to pass through the air easily. The variable 
wing was used with success within the US, Russian, and EU 
Airforces. The F-14 ( 05 on the right ) was one such aircraft that 
used the variable wing successfully during its operational career, 
and is capable of landing with one wing fully extended and on 
retracted. It is not a viable choice for a space craft due to its high 
weight and complexity.

06. Swept Wing
The swept wing, or the wing profile found on most if not all 
commercial airlines is great a great subsonic design that offers 
high levels of lift and stability. They usually need to have secondary 
control surfaces such as ailerons to maximize their control. The 
benefit swept wings have is their larger cross section, thus they 
can house larger, and more complex flaps control surfaces that 
Delta designs cannot.

Turbine Engine

RamjetShared Inlet

Flaps to Direct air

Exhaust
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Here are the size comparisons to some of the winged and capsule 
designs being used today compared to the space shuttle of the 
past. It is important to note that the SpaceShuttle worked on the 
premises of launching cargo and crew together at the same time. 
In the other examples they are either cargo or human specific. 
This seems to be the trend moving forward with spaceship 
design. Even Elon Musk’s missions to Mars has the cargo supplies 
sent before the Humans ever each Mars. This is in part due to 
the mass the rockets need to send at one time. very few rockets 
can carry what the SpaceShuttle did to space. Its cheaper 
and more efficient to launch Cargo and humans separately.

All vehicles are to scale on this page.

Spaceship Size

Spaceship1. Virgin Galactic
Pilots: 1
Passengers: 2

X-34c. USAF / Boeing
Pilots: N/A
Passengers: N/A

Dream Chaser. Sierra Nevada
Pilots: N/A

Passengers: N/A

Spaceship2. Virgin Galactic
Pilots: 2
Passengers: 6

Space Shuttle. NASA / Rockwell
Pilots: 2
Passengers 6
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The Venture Star represents the best case scenario for getting 
cargo and people to and from earth. Its referred to as a RLV 
(Reusable launch Vehicle) SSTO (Single Stage Take Off ) and 
was a part of NASA’s ambition to lower the cost per pound into 
orbit from 10 000 USD to 1 000 USD. It also was seen as the 
direct replacement of NASA’s aging Space Shuttle fleet, which 
at the time had only suffered the loss of Challenger. Columbia 
would disintegrate on reentry in 2003.The project was carried 
out by Lockheed Martin and its Skunkworks team, and was 
funded by NASA, the US government and Lockheed itself. The 
project was canceled in 2001 for a variety of problems, 2 years 
before the Columbia disaster. Mainly due to the doubts from 
NASA and the US Government that it could achieve what it set 
out to do, which consisted of three things: 1. Prove that Hydrogen 
and Oxygen fuel tanks could be made out of composite material 
and withstand the pressures of flight and use. 2. Demonstrate a 
new thermal protection heat shield used for reentry. 3. Prove the 
Linear Aerospike as operational and functional in a SSTO. The 
biggest technological problem with the design came from the 
composite fuel tanks, which in the mid 1990’s was very radical in 
its approach. There were many difficulties laminating the carbon 
to each other and the honeycomb in the internal walls. This lead 
to many engineering solutions that either worked (such as moving 
to aluminum tanks) or didn’t (filling the honeycomb structure 
with resin- thus adding un-needed weight, and unbalancing the 
Airframe) Other features of the design were proceeding with 
difficulty but achieving results. The Linear Aerospace made 
by Roketdyne was tested multiple times and achieved all test 
requirements. But some weight was added to the control surfaces 
for longevity factors. The Thermal Protection Shield was made 
by BF Goodrich, and while difficult to manufacture smaller radi 
on panels, was largely ready to be fitted. When the decision was 
made and the project canceled, only 40% of the airframe was 
completed. Two X-33’s were under construction at the time.

“One way to cut costs is to design rugged 
systems that require less maintenance and 
that are more airplane-like in their operations. 
Dan Dumbacher, NASA X-33 deputy program manager
Looking at what went wrong, there are a few things that would 
go smoother today. For one there has been a lot of development 
made in Composite materials for large Airframes. Most notably is 
Boeing’s 787, the ‘Dreamliner’ that uses carbon fibre for its entire 
fuselage. Along with various other components. It too had similar 
issues that the X-33 faced when in development. But those issues 
have been solved and proven to be quite successful in reducing the 
weight of aircraft and thus the fuel consumption it uses. Weight 
thats vital for a SSTO. The linear Aerospike engine needs no more 
proof of concept, as its proven to be up to 30% more efficient 
than a traditional Bell shaped rocket at lower altitude, which is 
essential for take off. This is the hardest point a rocket must get 
through. The Thermal Protection Shield was considered the most 
impressive aspect of the X-33. It was easier to replace than the 
Space Shuttle’s (which was considered the hardest maintenance 
aspect of its turn-around time) using a locking technique versus 
gluing and was able to withstand a great heat and force acting 
upon it. 

The Author would like to use the knowledge and technology the 
X-33 brought forward and use it as the basis of the project. A 
SSTO and RLV is the best way to achieve Space Tourism on the 
scale needed to make it affordable. If we use what NASA hoped 
the design would do; reduce the cost from 10 000 USD to 1 000 

Case Study: X-33 / Venture Star

USD per pound, if its imagined that a 200 lbs (100kg) astronaut 
were to launch on a design similar to the X-33 it would cost 200 
000 USD. making it in line with what Virgin and Blue Origin costs 
as of now. Multiple flights through a day will lower that amount 
even more, and a fleet operation out of multiple launch sites will 
make it even more affordable.

01. MOOSE
Moose stands for Manned Orbital Operations Safety Equipment 
(Man Out Of Space Easiest), and its perhaps the most wild 
form of returning an astronaut to earth. Once the astronaut was 
ejected from their spacecraft they would employ the 200lbs 
(90kg) package. The package would produce a protective 
foam covering the entire astronaut. This foam was able to 
withstand the heat upon reentry. This foam is similar in 
principle and function as the Space Shuttles heat shield. Upon 
re-entry to earths atmosphere at 30 000 feet a parachute would 
deploy to slow the astronaut down to a safe landing speed. 
The foam was also buoyant should the landing occur over 
water. The project never got past its proposal, but it remains 
perhaps the most daring form of escape from space possible.

02. B-58 Escape Pod
The B-58 was America’s first supersonic Nuclear bomber. Able to 
travel at mach 2, the design used externally mounted engines and 
fuel tanks. Creating a very unique design. Because of its nuclear 
intentions, the pilot needed to be shielded from radiation fall out, 
if the plane was damaged after a Nuclear event occurred. This 
lead to a clamshell shield that wrapped around the pilots seat 
and controls, before launching it out of the plane. The shield did 
double duties of protecting the pilot from mach wind and from 
the radiation fall-out. 

03. F-111 / B-1 escape capsule 
When higher speeds are encountered (mach + ) the force acting 
on the body become even more extreme than simply jumping 
out of a moving object. This is why the F-111 designed by General 
Dynamics ejected the entire crew cabin away from the plane. By 
retaining the windshield and airframe with the seats the pilots 
would be protected from high speed air, that could potentially kill. 
The concept was tested in the early 60’s with great success. It also 
was the first of its kind. During development of the B-1 Lancer 
strategic supersonic bomber they too encountered the problem 
of maintaining the crews safety in mach + speed ejections. They 
used almost an identical design to the F-111. Using airbags that 
would soften the landing and help float the crew capsule if it 
landed in water. 

04. Detachable Crew Cabin
This concept is not proven, or would it technically work as 
intended, based on the amount of criticism it has received from 
aerospace engineers, but the author who has no aerospace 
engineering knowledge would like to imagine something could 
be possible if it was better integrated to an airframe. And on a 
smaller scale. In this design concept by Vladimir Tatarenko, the 
entire fuselage would eject from the airframe in the event of a 
disaster. The cabin would descend by parachutes to its landing. 
Safely away from where the aircraft would crash. 

05. Space-X Launch Abort
SpaceX, not happy with existing abort systems has decided to do 
its own launch abort system. It works under the same principle as 
the Tower abort system, but it uses 3D printed rockets built into 
the side of the spacecraft. This was donetomaximize its window 
of operation all the way until the edge of space, since it does not 
produce increased amount of drag. The Dragon 2 capsule has 

Safety- Escape Pods

successfully been tested with this system.
 

06. Tower Launch Abort
The tower abort system uses a tower/ pole fitted with rockets 
above the crewed capsule. This rocket pole is capable of lifting 
the crewedcapsule away and safely descend back to earth before 
parachutes are deployed. This system was used originally during 
the Gemini missions and has been the go-to method for all 
vertical launches. It is not possible for the system to reach Leo 
because the shock waves it produces when it reaches Mach+. For 
this reason it is jettisoned relatively early in the launch cycle.  

The airbus concept Transpose works on being able to quickly 
re-configure a cabins layout. Working in modules with different 
functions such as beds, a lounge or a sponsored bar, they are 
able to be removed and installed using existing freight systems 
and attachment functions. This concept is intended to increase 
customer satisfaction with flying, and getting people to move 
in and around the cabin space during long flights. The only real 
draw back to this design is the lack of windows. But the could 
change with the application of very thin 3mm OLED screens that 
use cameras mounted on the exterior of the plane to show whats 
going by. There could even be a room where the whole section 
looks as though there is no plane. You can just float on the clouds, 
or watch the sunset uninterrupted by small, foggy windows. There 
are some other upsides to changing out the interior too. It takes 
around 30 days to remove and refit an entirely new cabin design 
for an existing aircraft. With the design proposed, changing out a 
section can take 30 minutes. 

The Author has noted this as an interesting concept to look at for 
the project, because it could be used to quickly change the purpose 
of the Spaceplane to change between cargo and passenger flights. 
Using the same Spaceplane design for both will also help reduce 
the cost of the flights, and if you had to wait a few hours for a 
lower cost flight, people will wait. Since they currently do this 
today with Airlines. The possibility to remove the crewed capsule 
on the Airframe and replace it with a carbon one, in a very short 
timeframe will be an interesting design feature. 

Airbus Transpose Modules

Carbon Fiber
Carbon fibre was once a wonder material that was very difficult 
and expensive to work with. It has now become readily available 
and is used in a wide variety of products. Carbon fibre is where 
strands of carbon are woven into sheets.These sheets are then 
layered in very specific patterns. This is done by either pre-
injecting the carbon with epoxy (called ‘pre-preg’) and laying it 
up by hand into a male or female mold, or wrapping dry sheets 
of carbon onto a male mold and then injecting epoxy through 
pressure in the mold. After it has been layed up in the specific 
pattern the monads are closed and both heat and pressure are 
applied. Curing the epoxy to create a rigid form. As a result of this 
process carbon is stronger lighter than aluminum and stronger 
than steel. But only if the process is done correctly, and no 
‘voids’ between layers occur. This yields a small rejection rate of 
manufacturing carbon fiber. Most notably it has been used for the 
new Boeing 787 ‘Dreamliner’, which is used to create over 50% 
of the aircraft. This use has resulted in a 20% weight saving over 
an aluminum design. That being said the Dreamliner still uses 20 
tons of carbon with each aircraft! Carbon is now being used for 
SpaceX’s new BFR (Big Falcon Rocket) airframe and it’s fuel tanks. 
Something that was thought impossibleyears ago with the X-33 
Venture star. The possibility to restart that design is now possible.

Graphene
The next wonder material that still hasn’t quite made it into 
construction applications yet. graphene is carbon at the atom 
level. But what makes it different than Carbon is its structure 
at the atom level because it forms a hexagonal pattern. This 
is also very difficult to make, and toxic. But the performance is 
staggering: Strongest compound known by man (100-300 times 
stronger than steel), lightest material ever (1 square meter is 0.77 
grams) and a better conductor than silicon. As a result of that last 
fact, Graphene is being accelerated in the electronics industry 
the fastest. But it will become a sheet very similar to carbon fiber
soon. This will open up its applications for use on advanced vehicles. 

Composites
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Making an adventure out side in the cold vacuum of space is not 
for the faint of heart. It is also a very dangerous task since you 
become more exposed to radiation and space debris than if you 
remained inside a spaceship. But people have done it. Starting 
with the Russian Cosmonaut Alexey Leonov in March 18th 1965, 
and quickly followed by the American astronaut Ed White a few 
months later on June 3rd 1965. In both cases each astronaut was 
overtaken with a feeling of euphoria. With Ed White commenting 
“I feel like a Million Bucks”. But it isn’t always fun and games. 
When Alexey Leonov went to return to the hatch he had exited 
a few minutes before, he had found his space suit had expanded 
due to the pressure differences, and he could not get inside 
again. He simply released air from his gloves without telling 
anyone. Decades later astronaut Chris Hatfield had a problem 
when he began tearing up inside his helmet from looking out 
into space for to long. With no gravity to drop the tear onto his 
cheeks, his eyes became blurry, and he couldn’t see. Luckily 
he was retrieved safely. Either way, all who have gone on to do 
space walks have all come back saying its the greatest thing they 
have ever done. With many spending more time than they were 
allotted, out side the confines of their spaceship. Ed White on 
returning to his Gemini Capsule “It’s the saddest moment of my 
life”.  Similarly enough when a survey was conducted by Derek 
Webber of Spaceport Associates in 2006, 88 percent of the 1000 
participants wished they could go for a spacewalk themselves, 
should they ever go on a trip to space. But only 14 percent would 
pay an extra fee for it. it should be noted that while going to 
space might be the journey of a lift time, spending time floating 
above earth outside of a spaceship is the ‘Ultimate’ experience. 
Similarly enough when a survey was conducted by Derek 
Webber of Spaceport Associates in 2006, 88 percent of the 1000 
participants wished they could go for a spacewalk themselves, 
should they ever go on a trip to space. But only 14 percent would 
pay an extra fee for it. it should be noted that while going to 
space might be the journey of a lift time, spending time floating 
above earth outside of a spaceship is the ‘Ultimate’ experience.

Space Walks

Space suits are in their own right, spaceships. Since they have life 
sustaining functions and will keep a human alive in space if their 
spaceship was depressurized. Space suits might look cool, and 
are iconic of space flight ( white, silver and orange suits of Nasa 
and the the green and blue suits of Russia) but they do not offer a 
great amount of mobility. Many joints are mechanical to allow for 
movement and in most cases the helmet is fixed to the suit and the 
astronaut moves their head within it.They also must be considered 
for the seating on spaceships. This is why the life functions are 
often on the chest and not the back, for example a scuba diver.  
Different suits also offer different functions. Spacewalks in space 
have trusters built into them, while walking on the surface of the 
moon requires substantial life-support features. In either case 
space suits are made up of advanced textiles, plastics and metal. 
They must keep the astronaut alive and safe from high levels of 
radiation, temperature, and vacuum conditions. The last of which 
would cause blood to boil in 3 seconds. Modern spacesuits are 
starting to overcome many of these previous shortfalls. Space X has 
released a highly mobile version where the helmet is independent 
of the suit, and a tighter fit suit. Virgin galactic released their own 
spacesuit whichhas little functionality but is highly fashionable. 

The author notes that spacesuit design will have to  be  noted for  
the  design of the seating in the spaceship. 

Space Suits

01. Boeing Starliner Suit
Boeing has proposed the next generation of spacesuit as a lighter 
and incredibly flexible pressurized suit that uses a zipper to 
attach the helmet. The new weight of the suit is supposed to 
weight 12lbs (5.4kg) which is 40% less than the old suits used in 
the SpaceShuttle missions. Boeing also hasn’t shied away from 
‘fashion’ with the new design. The shoes are done in collaboration 
with Reebok, and thus have a more sneaker like appearance and 
function. The gloves are also touch screen friendly since the 
operation controls within the capsule are all touchscreen’s.

02. Space-X Dragon Suit
Perhaps the most secretive of the 4 examples shown here, SpaceX 
has only shown 2 images of the suits and shared little information. 
They are practical suits though, and are fully production, so these 
will change very little, if not at all from when they are used for 
the first time. They are only capable of keeping crews safe inside 
the Dragon Capsule. Not for spacewalks. But they can withstand 2 
times the pressure a normal spacesuit can take plus their appears 
to be a good range of motion with the design. More might come in 
the coming months. 

03. MIT Prototype
This design by Dava Newman and her team at MIT doesn’t look 
like a traditional suit because its designed completely different. 
The pressure is applied directly to the skin by the spacesuit 
material and smart springs. These specifically mapped pressure 
zones apply the proper pressure on the human skin thats the same 
as a pressurized capsule (spacesuit) 3/8th of the earths pressure. 
As a result the design allows for flexible movement because the 
joints follow the astronauts body shape, and the suits specific flex 
zones allow the fabric to bend and add pressure where its needed. 
While no helmet has been properly built for the suit yet, the 
intention is to have a AR functionality. 

 

04. Virgin Galactic Suit
This is a collaboration project between Adidas and Y-3, and as 
a result it is more ‘fashion’ based than functional. The design is 
to push what is acceptable for SpaceSuit attire, and what should 
exist in a ‘shirtsleeve’ style spaceship (where there is no need for 
a pressurized suit, so thus the passengers can wear plain clothes). 
There is little detail about the project than beyond the vision that 
they are aiming for. The other factor is the lack of a helmet. This 
will probably be sorted once they begin testing the VSS Unity. 

Short Durations
Once gravity no longer has any effect on you, there are a few 
things that will begin to happen. Blood and other bodily fluids 
will start rushing into your head since they will not be in your 
legs. One of these fluids ‘Cerebrospinal Fluid’ which cushions 
the spin and brain causes some pressure on the optical nerve and 
the eyes. This has lead to 2/3’s of all the astronauts on the ISS to 
loss their 20/20 vision and become shortsighted. This is a known 
case for durations of 6 months and longer. But not for short term 
flights like those that the Space Shuttle performed. 

It is also known that diseases will start to multiply more rapidly 
in zero gravity, which can cause a dormant or relatively harmless 
symptom to increase quickly and become an issue. There is great 
fear of the Epstein-Barr Virus since it resides in 95% of all humans. 
This Virus can cause a slew of chronic and adverse health issues. 
It can be retrigered in high stress scenarios and by illness. Since 
a spaceship uses recycled air their is a high chance of infection 
spreading among other passengers. But this is not different than 
traveling on a commercial plane. And filters are used.

The inner ear is the easiest trigger in Zero gravity. With no 
gravity providing no sense of direction, the inner ear sends 
the brain mixed signals cause dizziness and in extreme cases 
vertigo. NASA can see how their astronauts become effected 
with such ‘spins’ by rotating them in a Multi-Axis Spin chair 

Long Durations
Radiation is the biggest threat for longer periods of time. Since 
spaceflight is beyond the earths protective atmosphere many 
of the standard radiation rays we receive are multiplied. Strong 
and well shielded spacecraft can protect from most of these 
types of radiation in low earth orbit, but in deep space there is 
little protection. If durations last longer than a month then 
the body will begin to deteriorate faster than normal. Bone 
density is silent danger since astronauts do not use their bones 
as structure on space. The rate of decay is density loss of 1% 
each month. This is equivalent to post-menopausal women. 

The other effect is the muscles in the body. Regular expertise is 
needed to maintain a healthy level of muscle mass. When astronaut 
Scott Kelly returned to earth after a year in space he was unable 
to walk properly immediately after flight. Below you can see his 
first attempt at walking. While he was able to get onto his two 
feet, his balance was off and the two aids on either side of him had 
to keep him in a straight line.  Scott, despite exercising everyday 
in space was still unfit to walk. After a week he had regained 
most of his stability., and has since gone on to a full recovery.

Human Health In Space 

In general you need to be a healthy individual to go to space. A 
person who has no existing Heart condition, exercises regularly 
and doesn’t need aids for any body function should be able to go. 
And this does not limit you by age. Virgin Galactic has explored 
who was capable and who wasn’t by performing G tests using a 
Centrifuge on a variety ages. They simulated the G forces that 
Spaceship2 would go through in launch and its return to earth. 
Which is at most 4 G’s of for under 20 seconds. They determined 
that even an 80 year old in good condition would be able to fly 
without difficulties. When you consider that most rollercoasters 
peak at 4 G’s and the most extreme version can go up to 6.3 G’s 
(twice the force astronauts experience launching to space) this 
seems acceptable. However taking a trip into space will not be as 
easy as just walking onto a Commercial airline. There will be a 
few tests to make sure you are able to go. Such as if you have no 
records of your health, will require a few blood tests. There also 
will have to be psychological tests to see if you can remain calm 
in an extreme situations such as take off and or just viewing the 
earth. Thats because there is a general sense of fear that space 
can bring on. Combined with the altitude, motion sickness, health 
risks and very little to no escape, there is a lot for people to be 
nervous about when traveling to space for the first time. However 
the ability for a person to take the emotional or empowering 
effect space could have on them is hard to determine. And there is 
nothing proven yet how to get the best results, even from NASA. 
That being said every different Space tourism company will have 
a different policy on testing. Both Physically and Psychologically, 
since there is no regulator in place for such an industry. There is a 
possibility that over time, people will become quite normalized to 
the fact space travel is bumpy and extreme. That tests will become 
quite useless as they would be for Commercial flights. 

“Normal people can go into outer space”
Tony Antonelli - Lockheed Martin.

After passing the Physical and Psychological tests, there will 
be a few training lessons to sit though. One is proper breathing 
techniques during High-G maneuvers so that you can prevent 
blacking out. The other would be no different than watching flight 
attendants perform the safety procedures on airlines. Where and 
how to escape, and depending on the type of scenario, what will 
happen. (The launch abort systems have little to no warning, 
should an accident occur on take-off ). All in all, it should be no 
more than an hour to go through such processes. It potentially 
can be as quick at 10 minutes. Just like on an Airline.

Human Health 
(To Travel To Space) 
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As of writing Space X has successfully launched its first Falcon 
Heavy rocket. The evening launch provided a canvas for everyone 
in LA and the surrounding area to experience. The rocket was 
visible from its initial first stage up until its second. The massive 
plum of exhaust and water vapour was visible across the sky 
for a period long after the rocket had left the atmosphere. This 
experience was a good judgment for peoples reaction to space 
flight and the visible impact it has. While many people who 
haven’t seen a rocket launch it stood out as quite scary and 
imposing. Many believed it was an attack. But for those who 
knew, since LA is home to so many rocket launches, this was quite 
a spectacular show. If we look back in time to the Space Race, 
millions of people would watch rockets launch, from the Gemini 
to Apollo to the Space Shuttle, a rocket launch is usually a show for 
many. The author notes that when tourist venture out into space, 
many relatives might turn out to watch the event from the ground, 
and wait for them to return and greet the new Astronaut in the 
family. From the authors point of view these recent launches over 
populated areas represents the new age of space flight and it will 
remain quite the sight to behold. When space tourism starts and 
more people begin launching rockets regularly this will become 
a common sight. For example people today still marvel and stand 
out side of airports and watch planes take off and land.

Population Reactions

There are a few laws in place that help to keep anyone from 
just going to space. The United Nations “Outer Space Treaty” is 
signed by virtually every nation on the planet, and it dictates that 
if a private company were to launch into space, the country that 
it launched from is responsible for it. That includes damages it 
would cause if something were to fail on another countries soil. 
The treaty also states that “the exploration and use of outer 
space shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interest of all 
countries and shall be the province of mankind”.

It is also illegal to fly a rocket from one country to another. This 
is due to the fear of what resides within the device carrying it. In 
most cases rockets are only used to launch weapons at another 
country and there is no way radar can distinguish between a 
rocket and missile. On an interesting side note GPS (Global 
Positioning Satellites) is a service provided by the US government 
to the world, but if the GPS detects that an objects exceeds Mach 
1, it will shut down communication to that device as a protocol to 
prevent people from firing missiles and weapons. If the decision 
is made to allow spaceships to take off and land from one country 
to another it must be assumed a way of communicating between 
the destination and the spaceship is established that works and 
does not start a conflict.

Legality

Rockets aren’t quiet. And they never will be. But there are a few 
ways people have dealt with it in the past. When a rocket takes 
off vertically, large water jets shoot water into the path the rocket 
exhaust takes. This creates large clouds of steam, which muffles 
the sounds waves to a better level. To give a sense of scale, the 
Saturn V rocket is the second loudest man-made object of all time, 
next to an atomic blast which can exceed 220 Decibels (dB). The 
Saturn V peaked at 204dB, or enough to melt concrete, and set fire 
to grass a mile away. 

The Saturn V peaked at 204dB, or enough to melt concrete, and 
set fire to grass a mile away. 

The supersonic airline Concorde was also prone to the noise its 
sonic boom created. it produced a soundwave of 134dB. Since the 
ability to travel faster than the speed of sound requires punching 
through air, breaking past this point makes a lot of noise. Hence 
the name: Sonic Boom. This occurs at Mach 1 or 1234km/hr. The 
Concorde was able to reach speeds of Mach 2.  With these speeds 
Concorde could only fly supersonic above water and away from 
civilian populations. Thus limiting its range of operation and  
why it was only used from London/ Paris to NewYork. Therefore

Sound Pollution 

operating a private spaceship over land is not possible, weather 
it uses a rocket or breaks past the speed of sound, which it has 
to, in order to break free of earths gravitational force. That force 
requires the plane to exit at a speed upwards of 28,000  km/h or 
Mach 22. Therefore a multistage spaceship must be used in order 
to take off from conventional airports, or if the spaceship were 
to be used around the world, and in more densely populated 
areas such as South East Asia. A multistage rocket would take off 
under its own power using a turbojet/ turbofan that is found on 
existing Airliners. it would then fly away from he land, over water 
while gaining altitude. Once maximum altitude is reached the 
rockets would ignite and the spaceship would travel up and past 
the Karman line (100km altitude). Returning would require the 
spaceship to fly back over water until its velocity became subsonic 
again, and the turbojet could be started to return the spaceship 
back to the airport. This is only one method. But the author 
believes its the best use scenario available since other methods 
are not yet proven or feasible. 

There is an optimized seating position when traveling to space. 
And this is not possible to change. This is because the amount of 
G-force acting on the astronaut is too great for other positions, 
and would cause them to either faint or severely hurt them. This 
seating position is described by NASA as having the astronaut 
positioned perpendicular to the ground on their back and the 
calves and feet are above the head. Its not entirely different 
than sitting in a normal chair but facing on your back to the sky. 
This illustration can be seen in the image below. The Russians 
developed an alternative seat that was more upright but forced 
the Cosmonaut to sit in a tighter fetal position with the knees 
almost to the chest. This restricted the blood from flowing to 
the lower regions which causes black-outs (fainting). With seat 
position figured out both the Russians and Americans developed 
custom seats for each individual astronaut. Astronauts would 
have their back cast and each seat would be customized to their 
own unique form. This to aids in both the launching and landing 
of the command modules. Seating arrangement will be different 
depending on the spacecraft form. In capsule designs like the 
Boeing Orion, and SpaceX’s Dragon, astronauts are stacked on 
top of each other 4 people abreast. Where as in Virgin Galactics 
design and the in the Space Shuttle the Astronauts are positioned 
behind each other with a small corridor for the astronaut to 
walk into their seat. Rather than climbing in and needing the 
assistance of a ground crew member with a vertical capsule 
design. The amount needing the assistance of a ground crew 
member with a vertical capsule design. The amount of people can 
be as wide as the airframe allows it. This is usually referred to in 
the commercial airline industry by numerical designations of the 
seating positions. 1-1 means a single row with one person on each 
side. 2-3-2 would indicate 2 people on either side with 3 in the 
middle and 2 isles. 

The author believes that if space tourism is to take place the need 
for highly customizable seats will be needed. There will also need 
to be considerations toward how astronauts ingress and egress 
within the spaceship. The seats arranged in line with each other 
that do not require assistance is considered the best orientation as 
of writing. The amount of people will be defined by how big the 
airframe will be, which is not realized at this time. 

Seating For Spacecraft

Mercedes-Benz is one of the few OEMs that has designed a fully 
customizable chair. They use air pumped into small bladders 
placed in strategic spots to optimize the lumbar, pelvis, shoulder 
and neck regions. Using the controls on the door as user can fine 
tune the fit to what feels best. there is also the added benefit of 
modifying the shape based on the performance of the car. For 
example, the car makes a hard turn: the seats pump more air into 
the opposing side of the seat to balance out the user. The author 
believes that using something similar for space tourism is a fast 
and lightweight method to offering customizable seats for each 
and every passenger. The ability to adjust the seat for the best 
position can be done automatically, and when there becomes to 
much force in one direction through heavy G forces, the seats can 
adjust and re-conform. 

Adjusting Air Seats

There are a lot of development happening in the commercial 
aviation world. Purred on by the exponential growth in growing 
markets such as China and India, there are more people flying 
than ever before. Thankfully there is a wide range of solutions 
out there for different flight routes and aircraft size, but there 
is still much to be done for the interior, and many new concepts 
are being brought to life that hope to solve these setbacks, such 
as layering, sliding and reversing seats. There is also thought of 
moving to more integrated electronics and using VR as a way to 
enhance the experience by offering a different setting in VR that 
takes away the anxiety of traveling with many people in close 
proximity. There is also a decrease in Ultra-Luxury products 
and an increase in business and premium economy seating, since 
they provide all the amenities that people would need for most 
flights, such as lay flat beds and control over their environment.

“The majority of the ultra luxury [offering] out there has 
absolutely nothing to do with revenue and has everything 
to do with what the airline wants the brand image to be” 
Kent Craver, Boeing’s regional director, cabin experience and 
revenue analysis. 

Other areas that are being explored is segmented zones where it 
isn’t about seating, but standing and interacting with people, or a 
way to stretch the legs on longer flights. The flow of people will 
change considerably if such ideas are implemented. Since many 
aviation firms believe there is little more to increase the amount 
of seats in aircraft, the new effort will be to increase the luxuries 
people experience. 

Trends in Airline Seating
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While complete Virtual Reality would make the simplest human 
experience of sight irrelevant for day to day use, Augmented 
Reality is thought of as a more probable future because it can be 
used as an enhancer to sight. There are a few examples used at the 
period of writing which use AR.

01. Microsoft Hololens
The Hololens builds from Mini’s design by offering control over 
the content you see. For example you can use your hands to 
control what you see and how you interact with the content put in 
front of you. Using different hand gestures will provide different 
inputs as well. Just as you would with a mouse. From accessing 
the internet, to watching a video, the user can continuously 
interact with the content they choose. Beyond just hand gestures 
the user can also use voice control. Instead of typing in the air, 
which might seem weird, or awkward, you can use Microsofts 
Cortana feature to call up searches or write down information. 
The Hololens can also trace the users surroundings such as their 
room. This then is processed and content is made aware of the 
spacial limitations. Pictures can be placed on walls or objects can 
fly around.

02. Meta
Meta has worked on producing a practical AR that is intended to 
replace your computer monitors at work. The Meta 2 is the second 
generation of its design. It is able to work in conjunctionwith 
standard computer interfaces (keyboard and mouse) but also with 
hand movements like pinching, grabbing and pulling. All directly 
influencing what you see and interact with on the transparent 
screen in front of you. Just like the Hololens from Microsoft, 
it to can hook up to the internet, browse through emails and 
watch movies. However it is still limited by its resolution, and 
something that will continue to enhance as time goes on. It is also 
affordable to, when compared to other AR glasses. Making it a 
good candidate for future sales and competitor to VR. 

03. Magic Leap
At the moment of writing, Magic Leap has released its first AR 
glasses. These are intended to be the first mass produced AR 
glasses in the world, and they offer a wide variety of functions. 
The ability to bring the objects that existed in 2D out onto 3D, 
enhancing what they look like, and give them scale; for example 
shopping online. Any room could also be lit up with colours, 
moving signs, and many objects you can interact with. Unlike VR 
you are still able to see the world around you, move from room 
to room, and not walk into objects lying in your path, such as the 
case with VR sets. It also affordable, at under 2000usd a pair. 
With CES only a week away, the author hopes to understand more 
about the AR functions this brand is bringing forward, as details 
remain scarce at the moment.

04. MINI
Mini has released a working concept of AR glasses for automotive 
applications. These glasses bring forward unique scenarios that 
make up for limitations cars might have. For example they would 
allow for the driver to see through the car based on cameras on 
the exterior. This would make parking easier, and navigating small 
city streets safer. You  also could build a car without any windows 
because of this. So in a sense you could redesign a car from scratch 

Augmented Reality

because the basic limitations of sight have been reworked

05. The Fighter Jet Helmet
The F-35 is a 5th generation fighter jet that uses advanced targeting 
systems linked to the helmet of the pilot. By moving their heads 
up, down, side to side, the helmet knows where the pilot is looking 
in relation to the aircraft and it projects the information directly 
in front of the pilots eyes.  using other interfaces placed around 
the cockpit the pilot ca n select and target items. The helmet alone 
costs 400 000 usd, and is only available for the F-35 at this time. 

Thoughts
The Author would like to bring AR into the design of the 
spaceplane interior because it would allow to enhance the 
experience for the Astronauts. Things such as removing the 
airframe to get an unobstructed view of space, or highlighting 
objects on the earth below, to the stars above. The AR can be used 
to locate ones self in LEO, and in the universe. Even playing the 
Power of 10 movie would give everything in space a more realistic 
understanding..

Catapult Launch

There are a number of forces in play that limit just any plane from 
flying into space. Especially ones that take off horizontally. These 
issues relate to drag, weight, lift and speed. Rocket engines require 
vast amounts of fuel in order to achieve the speed needed for 
escape velocity. As such the weight increases. This requires more 
lift needed. Larger wings make more drag, regardless of speed. 
And as such in the end more speed is required to get past this, 
beginning the cycle all over again. However, assisted lift-off from 
a non- booster is possible and is already in use. Aircraft carriers 
use steam powered launch systems in order to launch fighter 
planes up to speed in very short distances. These steam launchers 
use the steam that is produced by the nuclear reactors that power 
these ships. But a new system is coming into practicality and 
that is linear conduction. This is when an electrical current is 
oselating along the length of a rail. An object mounted to the rail 
will be pulled along the current at the rate of speed relative to the 
current. The launch can be fast and immediate, or it can slowly 
ramp up to reduce the amount of G’s applied to the passenger of a 
vehicle. This is the principal that is the Electromagnetic Aircraft 
Launch System (EMALS) Catapult. Used successfully on the US 
navy carrier USS Gerald R. Ford. This technology has also been 
under supervision by NASA who have been looking at assisted 
take off techniques for horizontal launches since the beginning 
of the space race. Their first ideas were rockets mounted on 
rails that were Km’s long. But with Electromagnetic systems the 
distance can be shortened and the speed can be increased. As 
well as the weight. This makes it an extremely good candidate 
for launching and what NASA has coined as “Highly Reliable 
Reusable Launch System”. This would be a 3 stage launch with 
the electromagnetic launcher launching a air breathing aircraft 
with the final payload as a rocket assisted vehicle. Their hope is 
that this is a greater alternative to “brute Force” rockets that use 
40% of their fuel in the first 2 minutes of flight. Making it cheaper 
to operate and with faster turn arounds, and higher safety. 

The Author also believe in this concept because it adds a level of 
possibility to retain the option of a horizontal take-off because 
the weight of the aircraft will be lower and slimmer in profile.

Automating everything is becoming a more and more relevant 
subject since cars started becoming semi autonomous in 2016. 
Many people are nervous of these new cars, and what that will 
mean for safety and navigating on the roads. What many people 
fail to realize is how autonomous airlines are. In most cases, 
planes can take off, fly on a designated course, and land all with 
computers alone. It becomes amazing when you consider there 
is a Z axis to along with X and Y that a car would have. But the 
question remains in airlines… why do we need pilots then? For one 
the need to maintain the computer remains. To make sure that if 
all else fails, people can still deliver. Most people still don’t know 
that planes are almost autonomous… by having a pilot on board it 
comforts a greater amount of people. In the case for a spaceship, 
all rocket launches are automated. But if the plane takes off from a 
conventional runway then a pilot would still need to exist.

Autonomy
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2040
The year is 2040, and there is a lot that has changed over the past 
20 years. China has become the world power after taking over as 
the largest and most diverse economy in the world in 2030, as a 
result they have enormous influence in content for the rest of the 
world. They were the first to actually allow for people to enter 
into the metaverse, ( a virtual reality world that is connected by 
the internet and peoples VR headsets) thus they have established 
it functions and operations for the rest of the world to follow. The 
largest cohort of people in the developed word is 40-54 years of 
age. These tech literate individuals are able to balance between 
reality and the virtual, with an ever increasing skew toward 
more physical experiences, since they grew up looking at screens 
to much, their levels of adrenaline and the rush it creates have 
remained high.  

in 2030 the United states began building a new space station above 
the moon, and began daily cargo flights to and from the lunar 
orbit. Since the decommission of the ISS in 2024, a new push in 
space began, which saw more research into longer durations in 
space and around other celestial bodies. The return of people to 
the surface of the Moon has also sparked the interest in space 
once again for the world. With the cost of launching material 
into space having dropped below the 1000$ per lbs since 10 
companies produce reusable rockets, and there are more than one 
launch a day. Hotel chains have since launched hotels into LEO 
above earth, giving to the rise of around 100 new ‘astronauts’. It 
is common for these new ‘astronauts’ to spend 1 week at a time 
at the hotels, because any longer would have adverse effects on 
their health back home and the activities they require.  Due to 
the size of some complexes, and the rarity of flights to and from 
earth, a new space shuttle is required. The cost remains to high 
using existing rockets as they are used for government contracts. 
A dedicated space shuttle to space tourism alone, will allow 
for more scheduled flights and lower costs because its role is 
dedicated. 

With social media’s rise in the early 2010’s, the behaviour of many 
individuals has been reshaped. It is now standard to share your 
life and the events that occur in it. With these older demographics, 

age is no longer a defining set to what they are capable of doing. 
Thanks to medical advances, their strength remains at their 
30’s peak, unlike their parents who were thinking of retiring and 
slowing down at a similar age. As such doing extreme sports and 
activities remains as popular with them as ever. With their full bank 
accounts (things have become cheaper over 2 decades), and lack of 
big responsibilities (many of their jobs have become automated, and 
or they own digital companies) they have time to do many of the 
things they like, and can afford to avoid much of the 9 billion people 
in the world by flying to remote places. 

Airlines have continued to advance over the past 20 years. All aircraft 
are made from Carbon fibre laminates and Graphene. These have 
helped reduce airline emissions and allow airframe manufactures 
to change the shape of aircraft from cylindrical to elliptical and 
a variety of other blended shapes. The removal of pilots, and the 
installation of fully autonomous systems has opened up the front 
of the aircraft for more people and lounges. Few aircraft fly with 
windows now. Flat OLED screens have taken over, due to both light-
weighting and passengers unhappiness with lack of things to see at 
40 000 feet. VR has also taken over much of the flight experience 
for the business and first class passengers. Although some people in 
economy are now bringing their own equipment instead of the pay-
by-the-hour sets supplied from the airlines. 

SAAB technologies has become a premium airframe manufacturer, 
after investing heavily into Carbon fibre. Its new electric micro 
jets for the rich and famous are significantly more efficient than 
private jets of the past, thanks to their carbon fiber investments. 
They have also finished their new 6th generation fighter for the 
Swedish airforce. The fully autonomous aircraft has stealth and 
other advanced technologies. Many that remain classified. Due to 
its advanced construction, and Airbus’s focus on updating their 
commercial fleet, SAAB has been awarded to supply the entire EU 
with this generation of fighter jet. Bringing with it an increase in 
revenue, that they will now put toward manufacturing spacecraft. 

- D U B A I -
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The Mood
Its hard to define what space travel will feel like for most people. For 
many, its shaped by science fiction. Others its some sort of deep emotional 
journey. While it might be fun to do something super “sci-fi” or some 
deeply symbolic image of what space is, I decided to give the design some 
‘grounding’ and plausibility. What luxurious experiences exist today that 
would be worthy of space flight? Obviously private jets, and yachts were 
the first examples. But I also went back to the emotional spirit that gets 
people inspired for extreme feets on earth. Climbing to the edge of a fjord 
in Norway, or diving in the ocean...
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The User
The future astronaut has no specific nationality, nor gender. They are all 
though from affluent families, large organizations, and fame. Since the cost 
to get to space remains high, even with highly reusable technology, the 
events will remain only attainable for those who have time and the money 
for it. For the few, the goal will be to show off what they are capable of. But 
for the majority, they are admirers of space, having grown up looking into 
the night sky, and dreaming about space. They are technology affluent, and 
using the latest VR/ AR products for both work and play. Fashion and style 
is important to them. Space is sexy, but not if they have to wear old clunky 
spacesuits. They want to look on point and stylish doing something that still 
remains futuristic, even for 2040.
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Before I begin designing the project, and after I have done a substantial 
amount of research, I have come to some specific goals that I will aim to 
achieve in this degree project. The first one would be to achieve a higher 
level of interior design skillset that will allow me to be ready to pursue a 
career in the field. The second is finalize a highly plausible scenario that has 
more than just a few nice forms to it. In this regard the exterior, interior and 
the area it resides in on the ground and when in space. The third would be 
working on a new design process that sees myself building more prototype 
to validate ideas and building from it.

Goals and Wishes

004
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Interior Design

Cocoon/ Artificial feeling of safety with wrapping seat

Ergonomic / There is only one way you can be seated entering space

Ingress_Egress / Assisting the Passengers into the proper seating position
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Sketches

Mechanical Retention

The idea of not using a seat belt 
came very soon in the process, as it 
was determined that straps floating 
in Zero-G would require to much 
work for the passengers, and the 
flight attendent. So airbladders and 
mechanical ‘flaps’ were proposed to 
keep people snuggly in place, but also 
prevent them from slidding around. 
This also could be used to give each 
individual a custom seat. 

First Sketches

These were some of the first ideas 
heading into the project. A Large 
viewing area at the front, and people 
laying flat in the ground. This was to 
remove as much of the chair as possible 
to maximizes space within the capsule 
to float. Below you see one of the idess 
taken from a commercial airliner 
proposal were the seats slide back 
and nest in each other. This had the 
passengers sitting above the floor line. 
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The Diving Board

The very technical designs were 
revised further to accomodate a 
more premium experience, since the 
clientle were of affluent backing. More 
inspiration began to come from private 
yachts, and jets. And the decision to 
have a fully upright seat the entire 
journey was adopted.

Ingress

With a seat pushed so deep  in the 
floor, there had to be a way for people 
of all sizes and shapes to get into. 
This obviously came to the rising seat, 
and thus the seat that would be more 
segmented than a one piece lounge 
chair shown on the previous page. 
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CAD

The Beginning
The interior actually began after the 
exterior had been blocked together. 
This needed to happen in order to 
define the shape the capsule was going 
to have. As you can see above,the first 
iteration was quite narrow. Similar 
to the concorde. But the package was 
close. Un-happy with the volume 
people would have inside, the capsule 
was widened. And the exterior as well. 
This resulted in the image to the right.

The first iteration of the seat was quite 
crude, due to the Authors limited 
knowlwdge of Maya modeling. But 
the process was very fast. And as 
the process continued the level of 
refinement progressed as well. 
Of interesting note, this seat concept 
had the feet highly wrapped. This was 
dropped by the next round of iteration. 

The support structure was quite thick 
here. Again, trying to figure out how to 
model such a complex structure that 
linked together perfectly, defined the 
design at this point. 
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The Next Steps

New sketches were done to start 
these next steps. The seat now had a 
wrapping element, to help make the 
passengers feel more safe and secure 
during the take off and -re-entry. Gone 
was the idea that the seat would fold 
flat into the floor. It was determined 
that this made the design too similar to 
a “coffin” and suggested bad images of 
the experience. So the seat now rises for 
the passenger to sit down, and lowers 
them into the low floor position. This 
low position was to help maximize the 
space above. Allowing for more people 
to float around without bumping into 
each other.

The capsule frame also thins out in 
this design phase. Becoming more 
hexagonal and  complex.
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The Big Change

When the previous design shown on 
the previous pages was going through 
the check list of things the passengers 
would want to do, and the type of 
experience that they would like, it 
was determined that it would not fufil 
the task. The front end was too small; 
not allowing the 8 passengers enough 
space to sit at the front. There was also 
very little space to float around above 
the seats. This was verified in VR. So 
the design was to begin all over again, 
but using the knowledge learned from 
the pervious iterations and going a 
little more “sci-fi” opened up a lot of 
doors with the new design. Seen below 
the people were placed further apart 
than before, and placed in situations 
that might occur. This would help limit 
collisions with other occupants, and 
ensure everyone had enough space to 
themselves. Below you will also be able 
to see the new ‘Diving Board’ feature, 
where the passengers can sit looking 
down over the earth. 

The seat got a major reworking in 
this step too. It was deemed to unsafe 
when it opened because of the large 
‘cut’ zones where people could get the 
spacesuit caught. So a new design that 
followed a similar form language, but 
incredibly more complex was designed. 
This overlapping, mulitple section seat 
continued the raising and lowering 
function, but had all points where a 
person could get stuck, removed. It 
also covered up the space below the 
seat when it is raised.
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The Final Push

With so many layers on the seat, 
the design became almost pure 
engineering. Ensuring that objects 
do not intersect, and look good when 
completly open, and when closed. The 
Capsule was widened signifigantly. 
This also increased the amount of 
usable space in the interior for people 
to float around. 

This is also when the helmet was 
begining to get designed. Since it 
integrates into the headrest. The 
modeling process required a lot of 

jumping back and forth between Alias 
and Maya. The Shape of the capsule 
and the interior frame were all done 
in Alias, while the entire interior 
was done with Maya. This process of 
importing and exporting became quite 
time consuming. 

Here you can see some alais tilesin grey 
on top of the Maya tan. This was to help 
know where to place the floo level.
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The Capsule

The Capsule uses a single Polycarbonate 
window, reinforced with Graphene. 
This ensures that it is able to withstand 
the pressure differential from the 
inside to outer space. A Carbon frame 
wraps around the inside to add some 
more strength. But also the carry vital 
hardpoints, such as handles and the 
lights needed for the time spent on the 
dark side of earth.

15 16
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Seats

The seat design is optimize the proper 
seating position that is required to 
enter space. For one the back must 
always be horizontal to the ground. 
Where as the legs have to be either 
elevated, or pinched close to the body. 
In the design here, they are elongted 
high above the body in a fashion similar 
to a lounge chair. This mimics a luxury 
experience in its own right. However 
wit hthe seat situated so low into the 
floor, the seat needs to elevate its self 
up to loading height. This eases ingress 
and egress. 

The Felt Fabric is drapped over the 
side of the seat to prevent the spacesuit 
from being torn. 

The Headrest slides back to make it 
easier to integrate the helmet, and to 
get in and out of the seat.

A handle is mounted in the center of 
the seat to help getting in and out when 
in Zero-G
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Seats

Carbon Fiber

Carbon fiber is used extensiveley 
through the interior as both a 
lightweighting, and design element. 
The forged Carbon creates a marble 
appearance, that exudes luxury that 
woven fiber does not. 
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Cushions
The floors are entirely cushioned. 
This makes for a flat surface to relax 
and lie down. It also removes fear of 
hurting yourself when floating around. 
The internal support frame also is 
cishioned. It uses the same felt material 
as the seats.
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Details

Lights

Lights are situated around the interior 
of the Capsule. When the Aurora is on 
the dark side of the Earth (night) then 
people will be able to find things to 
grab onto, points of reference, and the 
feeling of safety. There is the possibility 
to dim the lights completly in order to 
be completly surrounded in darkness.

Storage

Every passenger is allowed to bring one 
small item with them to space. Either 
it be a memorable toy, or something 
signigant for a person close to them. 
You are able to share something that 
went to space with people when you 
come back.
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Attendent Seat

The Flight Attendent seat is placed 
strategically in the back center of the 
capsule to help aid visibility. From 
here the Flight attendeant, who is an 
ex- Nasa Astronaut, can monitor vitals, 
keep people in check, and easily get 
in and out. This design does not raise 
and lower out of the floor, Since the 
attendent is more than fit enough to 
handle the role. The command chair 
was designed to a similar style as the 
passenger design. But the biggest 
differenc is its lack of ingress and 
egress loading. There are no moving 
parts on the command chair. The flight 
attendent was determined to have 
enough flexibility to get in and out on 
their own accord. 

The design also removed the ‘wrap’ 
side wall to help view all passengers 
from the attendents seating position. 
The design widened to emphasize 
the control and view the attendent 
has. There also was intention for 
screens to be placed on the sides for 
the attendent to view and monitor 
the vitals of each individual on the 
plane.
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Video and Image recording. Live Feed 
is sent back to friends and Mission 
Control.

Secondary Function is helping the 
Flight Attendent monitor and manage 
the passengers on board.

Like a loyal puppy, the drone on board 
follows and plays with the passengers. 
I also helps them out in tough 
conditions, like if they are finding it to 
difficult to return to their seats. Or have 
some fears at the edge of the ‘diving’ 
board.

The Drone is the first thing that lifts out 
of the floor whn Zero-G is atcheived. 
This makes it an indicator for all the 
other passengers to know what will 
happen next. 

The Drone

For Safety

In the event that a person is unable 
to return to their seat, or they feel 
they cannot reach a handle, the drone 
can act as an enforcer. Pushing the 
passenger back, The Magnets in the 
seat help to snap the passenger into 
place.

If a passenger is unruly, then the 
spacesuit can be become rigid by the 
flight attendent, then the drone can 
push them back to the seat.
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Helmet

Integration / Attaches into the Headrest to prevent whiplash 

Polarized / Protection from the Sun

AR / Enhancing what you can see from Space- Giving Scale
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Sketches
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CAD

The helmet was a straight forward pro-
cess. The design was quite settled but 
was never done on top of a head from 
side view, or the front. So a bit of time 
was set aside to make sure it all fit the 
package properly. Besides being a vital 
for the passengers safety, it also de-
fined the shape of the headrest on the 
seats. So when the design got to what 
is shown above, the headrest was mod-
eled around the exterior glass, so the 
interior design could continue at full 
speed. 

The helmet was also an important as-
pect of the storyline. it allows each pas-
senger to view unique things on earth, 
like hard to spot locations, or give a 
sense of scale, and or listen to their own 
music.
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Final Design
The HUD/ AR is displayed from the in-
set device along the top of the carbon 
brim. 

The forged composite frame is both 
lightweight and strong enough to take 
high forces. The soft Felt material on 
the inside of the helmet, makes wearing 
the design comfortable over 5 hours.

The completly exposed Polycarbonate 
visor is to allow for an unrestricted 
view of whats happening around the 
passenger.  It can tint, when the sun is 
too bright. It is by default; Polarized.

Audio and Music can be played through 
the speakers built into the side. They 
offer a personalized experience for 
each person on board.

Microphone
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Magnets

Magents built into the rear of the 
helmet help to lock the head into place 
for launch and re-entry. This ensures 
are mosr stable head support. In the 
event of a emergency capsule jetison, 
the head will be safer from wiplash. 

Polarized

The polycarbonate visor has a thin 
film activated by a current. This fades 
it from full transparency to a very dark 
polarized opacity. Letting only 98% 
light at the very darkest setting. 
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AR Function

The AR built into the helmet design 
allows for people to expand their 
experience on board. Functions such 
as pointing out where home is, amount 
of whales left in nature and points 
of interest. All will help expand the 
thoughts and understanding of how we, 
Humans, on earth percieve distance, 
nature and ourselves. 

Other functions of the AR:
-Aiming and taking photos with the 
camera built into the spacesuit. 

- Playing the movie: “The Power of 
Ten” where the exponential value of 
ten is shown growing expoentially 
acorss the earth and the universe. 
Intended to make the viewer to feel 
quite small. 

Three small projectors are mounted 
along the top brim of the carbon frame. 
This is where all the projections come 
from. 
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Space Suit

Protection / Protects against harmful radiation 

Integrated/ Attachs to the Seat for life functions and Safety

Temperature/ Personal settings- Regualted
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Sketches

The deisgn of spacesuit was at one 
point in the design process going to 
be the seat itself. Since a spacesuit is 
its own spaceship in a way. But as the 
process continued the author decided 
to make it integrate into the seat with 
magnets. Leaving the design to simply 
look integrated to the seat, by follow-
ing graphics. 
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SpaceSuit

Magnets

Powerful magnets built into the seat 
are used to bring the passengers into 
the proper seating position without the 
need to reach for straps and buckles.

The Spacesuit is a small spaceship in its 
own right. Keeping the occupant safe 
from a depressurized interior in the 
event of an accident, and safe from the 
radiation the sun emits. Gone are the 
days of bulky suits that are immobile 
and heavy. This new suit design has 
large flex zones and semi-rigged body 
panels. 

Recording Camera ensures you can 
relive the moment. It is also linked to 
the Helmet and its AR capability. This 
allows it to see what you are looking at 
seemlessly. 

The Flex joints are comprised of 
tiny coils that constrict and expend 
depending on the pressure exerted on 
the body. Developed by MIT, it allows 
for a skin tight fit, and can adapt to all 
body types. 

Shoes have small patches of velcro, so if 
the passenger wants to stand up-right 
in the Capsule they can. Or they can 
continue to float around un-supported. 
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Exterior Inspiration

Technical / Construction and Design

Advanced / Propulsion & Systems

Fast/ Functionally based on proportions and cues from Hypersonic Aircraft

Features /       Wrapping Crew Capsule 
  Pointed nose with long body
  Mass focused on rear of aircraft
  Lines that carry forward from rear of the aircraft
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Sketches

First Sketch

Combining a style similar to Virgin 
Galactic’s SpaceShip 1 and a Large 
Delta wing, this was one of the first kick 
off sketches produced, and to warm up 
to drawing spaceships.

Maya Model

After some rounds of sketching this 
was the PS on top of a Maya model. The 
large black Capsule was the first design 
dimension. But this was too narrow. 
The small white dot next to the capsule 
in the left photo is an astronaut.
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Sketches

The Final Direction

After discussing with tutors and some 
friends, it was deemed the exterior 
originally shown on the previous page 
was too ‘plausible’ and lacked some 
styling. This was always the intention 
from the begining but the author 
decided to follow their advice, and to 
push it more, and start over again. This 
new design began to form 1 month 
before the examination.
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CAD

The early CAD layout followed the 
sketch perfectly, and it was determined 
very fast that the design did not work 
in 3D as well as it looked on paper.  
It therefore continued to evolve in 
3D. Adding a wing around the front 
perimeter like the SR-71 helped a lot. 
Both with the design and perhaps with 
Aerodynamics at hypersonic speeds. 

While for some it seemed 
unnessecary to model an exterior, 
It was determined a requirment 
by the author to give context for 
images and how the capsule would 
get to space. It also provided the 
shape needed for the capsule. And 
thus the layout. The process of 
designing required a lot of time 
going back and forth in Alias and 
Maya to determine the size needed. 
Also the design of the exterior 
changed quite a bit. Re-shaping the 
interior that you have seen earlier 
in this preort.  
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Exterior
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Boeing 787- 57m
Space Shuttle- 37m
SAAB Aurora- 51m

The exterior is lined with hundreds of 
heat resitent tiles just like the Space-
Shuttle. This allows for reuse day af-
ter day. And since their is no external 
fuel or boosters, they are less prone to 
strikes upon take off. 
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Lift Off- Landing

Using a mag-lev catapult built into the 
ground of the runway, the Aurora can 
acheive lift off speed and greater. This 
means it does not have to use a vast 
majority of its onboard fuel just to lift 
off. Allowing a smaller fuel tank and 
less weight to put into orbit. 

Upon landing the Aurora will cool off 
for a short period before it continues to 
the hanger and un loading begins.
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Emergency Jetison

In the event a failure that jepodizes 
the flight occurs, the capsule is 
ejected away from the danger the craft 
contains. This example below shows 
an in atmosphere senario. When the 
capsule is safely away from the danger, 
the parachute opens and small airbags 
form. Allowing for safe landing in 
water or on land. If the emergency 
occurs in space, the capsule is ejected 
too. But it does not return to earth. 
Instead a second Aurora launches and 
retives the stranded capsule.

Capsule Release

The Aurora is the vessel that carries a 
smaller ‘crewed’ capsule. Since Poly-
carbonate on the floor of the capsule is 
not resitant to the heat generated upon 
re-entry, The Aurora acts as the shield 
instead. The capsule is controlled by 
small thrusters built around the exteri-
or. Just like the old SpaceShuttle.  The 
Exterior of the Aurora also navigates 
in sspace with these trusters. So if the 
capsule cannot return. The Shuttle will 
catch it. A separate crew capsule also 
allos for rescue missiosn to be carried 
out in the event of a accident.
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The Result

The Auora is loaded up with passengers and fuel. Final 
preparations are made with ground control and the 
flight engineers.

The seats on the Aurora are capable of raising to help 
make it easier to get into and out of the seat when 
boarding and departing. 

In order to help lift the aircraft off the ground the 
Aurora uses a ‘driver’ to launch it into the sky. The 
massive maglev hurles the vehicle into the air at over 
500km/hr. 

The vehicle makes its way over the Altlantic to prevent 
noise polution to inhabitants below. It also climbes to 
45,000 feet Altitude. 

Once the Aurora is over the Northern Atlantic, the 
entire rocket array eginites and the spaceship launches 
into space at 25,000km/ hr. 

The Aurora has entered space, some 250 km above 
sea level. Somwhere over northern Canada, the doors 
begin to open for the capsule to depart.

The crew capsule detaches. First the Drone lifts out of the floor. Signaling the Ze-
ro-G atmosphere.  Then the passengers are free to float 
around. The drone watches carefully, along with the 
flight attendent, so that no person has an accident. 

Night time, and the frame around the capsule lights up, 
giving an almost complete sense of floating in space. 

Realizing our place on  Earth, through the visualization 
of distances, population and disasters.  Here a passenger 
sees how few whales are left in the Pacific.

The capsule begins to re-attach to the spaceship. 
Preparations begin for re-entry. 

After 2 full rotations its time to start heading back to 
the seats. While most people are able to push them-
selves back, one person cannot get themselves orien-
tated. The drone then goes out  and pushes them back 
to their seat.

The Aurora is not just a product as the result. But 
a culmination of 4 products that work together to  
create the experience as shown below. From lift off 
all the way to landing
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Conclusion
Well its finally finished... 4 years since the beginning of my Umeå 
experience and this is the final project. Its difficult for me to 
believe that this is what I would end out with. Since I started with 
a firm belief I was going to do Automotive Exterior Design... this 
is very far removed from that! Even from the beginning of this 
project I never expected it to end out like this. And it certainly 
became quite the journey, up and down. 

The Aurora is a project that looks forward to a close future. One 
that has seen little change from what we have today. Awareness 
for the environment remains just a thing people talk about, and 
few that act on. A sad reality but one that I believe the Aurora can 
better. From the first response people have when they experience 
the Virtual Reality movie that was produced for this project, they 
are stunned and entertained. Many hand back the headset with 
smiles on their faces. They hardly ever look at the product that 
I have designed. They merly look at the earth. Even in its low 
resolution, its impression is immense. I believe few can imagine 
the experience when Zero-G weightlessness is involved and the 
kick that the lift off produces. A passengers adreneline would 
be at an all time high during such an experience. They certainly 
would feel something. 

From the beginning of the project I set out to do something for me, 
and only me. Since that was perhaps the biggest thing I learned in 
my first year at Umeå. Thats all these projects are for. So I was 
going to do something I knew I had incredible passion and dreams 
for, and that few knew about. Space was obviously that response. 
It also lent well on my experiences away from Umeå. From the 
start, this project was never supposed to be a greenwashing 
product. The story of how the ‘Overview Effect’ would influence 
passengers when they were in space is just a nice coincidence, a 
by-product of going to space. Just like the United States and the 
Soviets, racing each other from the 1950s forward. In the end they 
made more inroads looking back and working together than they 
ever did by themselves. Even today with Russia offering the only 
way to get to the ISS (International Space Station) the United 
States and the Russians can always work together, even when 
their politicans are angry at each other. Just like this product; 
placing 8 people from different backgrounds, wealth and status 
into one spaceship and showing them the world, will create more 
good than not having such an experience. It has worked before 

and it most certainly will work again. I see that as a great ‘green’ 
product. This means the project was an experience in the end, not 
just a product. The Aurora is a device that enables the connection 
of people to other people and of people to the earth. It just so 
happens to be a rocket, and is fun and exhilerting to ride! But 
more than anything I am amazed and very happy with what  I 
was able to achieve in the set period of time. Sure we can argue 
how detailed the CAD modeling is, versus what it could be, but 
the general theme exists. And that was the most important part.

I continued to learn a lot in this project. Coming in to the school 
environment 1 year after I had left surprised me with how fast 
the dynamic of work flow changed. The switch to Maya modeling 
scared me, and I immediately jumped onto the program. In the end 
I think it saved my project because it was so fast to work with. But 
I was still quite slow with it, since I know 4 3D modeling programs 
(every company is different... oh well...) polygon modeling takes 
a new way of looking at building a design from scratch. In the 
end I think I have a good hold of it. However Demian (program 
coordinator) stated its much to rough to get the fidelity necessary. 
I however disagree with this, it was more of a timing thing, and 
not what I was aiming for; which was just to finish the big picture 
stuff on time, since there were so many complex things to design. 
The fidelity would have come with more time.

Where I failed in this project was the prototyping phase. I wanted 
to build mock-ups to test scenarios and situations, but when I had 
a hard time just figuring out the package, learning a new software, 
this time all but disappeared. But I am not disappointed in this. In 
fact VR made up for this, so I felt confident moving forward with 
my decisions. 

I also had a hard time working alone. The loss of 50% of the 
student body to working in-house at a company where they 
constantly received feedback, modeling support and financial 
support put a lot of pressure on me to reach a level, which 
honestly felt not achievable with the tools I had available (not 
software but just general intellect at disposal). This was difficult 
to get motivation to keep reaching forward, however I never lost 
motivation to work on the project. I was always thinking and 
working late every day, problem solving and thinking of how to 
model things. In some ways I believe that working alone was the 

best solution for this project, because the project was for me and 
only had to make me happy... but having a few designer friends 
look at it and offer support would have been good as well. And this 
is what made Erik Evers (BRP) feedback so valuable, and I cannot 
thank him enough.

I am quite curious what people will have to say about this project, 
especially if it is displayed along ‘car design’ projects online...
From my inital ‘overview’ from the Umeå Institute of Design 
talks, few industry people have that much interest in it. But after 
discussing with fellow classmates who also worked on projects 
for space, people either get it... or they do not. And that is okay. 
Looking back into my statement ealier in this conclusion, I knew 
that this would happen, because few know about this topic. 
Let alone care for it. It was also important for me to believe in 
it first. However when the time is spent to those who want to 
listen, you can see them light up with excitement, and marvel in 
the complexity and intricity such a product requires. I see many 
conversations happening about this thesis in interviews. Beyond 
just the sketches that usually get people interested. If someone 
asks just one question why something is like it is... it will bring 
forth a long discussion of why. And how it links to everything else. 

Moving forward into my future career I am unsure what will 
happen or where I will end up. Which I believe is sad considering 
what my first ideas were when I started at Umeå. Of course things 
change, but I am now more confused than ever. I enjoy doing 
everything, and even in the middle of thesis I ws designing a flying 
hover bike and even contemplated doing freelance to design 
shoes. How crazy right!? But thats my ambitious level, and I like 
thinking about design and what it can be. It feels weird that I now 
have to choose one thing. Perhaps knowing too many things isn’t 
healthy... But if there is one thing I look forward too is putting 
a stop to the late work nights and weekend shifts and all the 
pressure to keep working. I know my body will like me more and 
my brain as well. The future is intersting and promising, design 
life has been one hell of a journey so far.

T
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